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the first required me to upgrade to the installshield 2012 le version, which can
be downloaded from the second required me to download the sp1 update for

installshield 2012 le, which can be downloaded from i then ran the sp1
installer, and it installed all the updates for me. in the sp1 log file i found the
specific error code for me. sp1 install.exe generates the error when trying to
create the database. after turning off the sp1 checkbox on the installshield

2012 le install and ran the install.exe it worked without a problem. the installer
asked me to review and accept the change of the default install directory and
the installer folders. the installer then opened the installshield2012 folder to

configure the installshield 2012 le for my project. as there is no auto-install of
my projects, i had to manually select each project and run the setup.exe on
each project individually. so i'm going to try a couple of things: try installing

visual studio 2012, and open the solutions in the previous version. try creating
a new project and just compiling the normal way and then copying the project
to the previous installshield project. this left me in a bit of a pickle as id pushed

the.net version to 4.5, which left me the option of using installshield limited
edition for visual studio. however the version on the installshield website was
labelled as targeting visual studio 11. proceeding to download it, and install it

revealed it didnt work with vs2012 at all. thankfully last week i stumbled
across a blog announcing sp1 to installshield 2012, and the installshield le for

visual studio has also been updated to support visual studio 2012 rtm.
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msbuild failed with error code
'8798: the type

'system.console' in 'c:\users\ad
ministrator.pc\appdata\local\te
mp\microsoft\windowsapprepos
itory\2015\binaries\shared\syst

em.console.winmd' is not
accessible. either remove the
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reference to this assembly or
re-compile the project (9362)

we provide translations for
your website in languages such

as english and spanish.
because of the way

installshield works, translations
can get out of sync with the
source files in your project.

your website's translation files
may be more up-to-date than

the translations in your project.
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if you're working on a legacy
project created before visual

studio 2013, you'll need to use
installshield 2015 to deploy

those legacy projects. legacy
projects are not supported in

visual studio 2019 or 2020. for
information about visual studio

enterprise , visit our visual
studio documentation center .
for information about tools or
libraries you may be using in
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your project, see the visual
studio community libraries .

with the release of visual studio
2019, many of the values that
are being used are no longer
being updated to reflect the

structure that visual studio has
in place. for example, report no

longer uses the general
properties that are no longer

available in the general section
of the project. all of the
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existing general properties are
available under general in the
2019 version.  here is a list of

the properties in the 2017
version that are not available
under general in 2019. (note

that we didn't have this list up
to date when visual studio

2017 was released, so some of
these properties were moved.)
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